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We demonstrate a low-loss, optical four port resonant coupler (add-drop geometry), using ultrahigh
Q (>108) toroidal microcavities. Different regimes of operation are investigated by variation of
coupling between resonator and fiber taper waveguides. As a result, waveguide-to-waveguide power
transfer efficiency of 93% (0.3 dB loss) and nonresonant insertion loss of 0.02% (<0:001 dB) for narrow
bandwidth (57 MHz) four port couplers are achieved in this work. The combination of low-loss, fiber
compatibility, and wafer-scale design would be suitable for a variety of applications ranging from
quantum optics to photonic networks.
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FIG. 1 (color). Illustration showing a microtoroid four port
filter. Wavelength �2 in the bus waveguide is resonant with a
whispering gallery mode of the resonator and subsequently
couples to the drop waveguide. Nonresonant launched power
(�1) is transmitted past the resonator-fiber taper junction. The
to be even higher for lower loaded Q values. This repre-
sents a substantial improvement compared to all prior

inset is a top view photomicrograph of a microtoroid coupled to
two tapered optical fibers.
Minimizing optical loss is of crucial importance in
various studies, as it is often the main obstacle in realiz-
ing distinct physical functionalities. This is true in quan-
tum optical applications of microcavities where parasitic
loss can both inhibit the generation of quantum states and
interfere with intended coupling to a transport medium
such as optical fiber [1–8]. Also, in photonic applications
of these devices [9–12] the ability to attain high effi-
ciency power transfer between two distinct waveguides is
of great interest. The ability to attain coupling coeffi-
cients between the resonator and waveguides that are
greater than the intrinsic round-trip loss of the cavity
(usually called the overcoupled regime) is fundamental
to achieve high waveguide-to-waveguide resonant power
transfer efficiency. High waveguide coupling efficiency
and high intrinsic quality factor are hence essential in all
applications of waveguide-coupled resonator systems.
Such characteristics ensure that the overall quality factor
of the system can be dominated by the intentional control
of waveguide loading (coupling into and out from the
resonator) as opposed to parasitic mechanisms which
include intrinsic losses of the cavity and scattering losses
at the waveguide-resonator junctions. Ultrahigh-quality-
factor (UHQ) microresonators (Q > 108) have been ex-
tensively studied [7,8,13], and the ability to provide high
efficiency coupling to UHQ devices by use of low-loss
tapered fiber waveguides has also been verified [14]. In
this Letter, we explore a new realm of performance
enabled by the combination of these results. Toroidal
microcavities with intrinsic Q factors in excess of 108

were fabricated and studied in the so-called add-drop
geometry where a whispering-gallery mode enables reso-
nant power transfer between two distinct waveguides.
Greater than 93% power transfer efficiency is measured
in devices having loaded Q factors of 3:3� 106 (overall
quality factor of the resonator including coupling to
waveguides), while the nonresonant insertion loss re-
mains less than 0.02%. The transfer efficiency is predicted
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work on similar microcavity-type structures, elevating
their performance to a level at which they could be useful
for loss-sensitive quantum optical applications which un-
til now have not been accessible for four port resonant
couplers. A model of the resonant-coupling efficiency and
quality factor variation versus waveguide loading is also
confirmed by adjusting the coupling between the resona-
tor and waveguides.

Figure 1 depicts the device geometry including a UHQ
microtoroid resonator evanescently side coupled to a pair
of tapered optical fibers. This configuration allows the
microcavity to act as a frequency selective coupler.
Resonant optical power (�2 in the figure) launched into
port 1 is transferred to port 4 via the microtoroid, while
nonresonant waves are largely unaffected upon transmis-
sion beyond the resonator-waveguide junction. This
system (symmetric or asymmetric geometry add-drop
[15]) can be studied using a simple model based on the
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assumption of weak coupling between the resonator and
waveguides, which is valid in the current work. Weak
coupling allows the separation of individual contributions
to the cavity field decay time. A quality factor can be
assigned to each dissipation process where the total qual-
ity factor takes the following compact form:
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Qbus and Qdrop are quality factors associated with cou-
pling to bus (input) and drop (output) waveguides, re-
spectively. The overall quality factor of the system (Qtotal)
determines the filter bandwidth and is lower than the
intrinsic Q of the cavity (Q0) due to the intentionally
introduced couplings at the waveguide-resonator junc-
tions. The following relationship exists between the trans-
mitted and dropped power:�

1�
Qdrop

Q0

�
D � 1� T; (2)

where T and D are the transmitted and coupled (dropped)
powers normalized to the incident signal power (see
Fig. 1). Assuming a fixed coupling between the resonator
and the drop waveguide (fixed Qdrop), the dropped power
to port 4 and the transmitted power to port 2 lie on a
straight line, as coupling to the bus waveguide (Qbus)
varies. At the critical coupling point (T � 0) [16,17],
the drop efficiency reaches its maximum value:

Dmax � 1�
2Qtotal

Q0
: (3)

The important role of high intrinsic Q cavities (high
Q0) in obtaining high power transfer efficiency is appar-
ent in this expression. The condition of criticality Q�1

bus �
Q�1

drop �Q�1
0 assures that coupling to the resonator from

the input waveguide compensates both for the intrinsic
loss of the cavity and the power coupling to the drop
waveguide. It also ensures high transmission extinction of
the resonant signal in the input waveguide. The sources of
deviation from unity efficiency include the degree to
which the resonator is noncritically coupled (T > 0), the
high, but nonetheless finite intrinsic Q factor of the
resonator, and the parasitic losses at the resonator-
waveguide junction, which include both scattering losses
and coupling to the undesired modes of the tapered fiber
[14]. As is discussed later, the latter losses which can be
effectively lumped into the Q0 of the coupled resonator
are negligible in this work. Also, throughput extinctions
above 30 dB (T < 0:001) are achieved which rules out the
noncritical coupling as a significant source of power
transfer inefficiency. Therefore, in this work the efficiency
is solely limited by the finite Q of the cavities.

To confirm the theoretical analysis, microtoroids of
various sizes and quality factors were fabricated accord-
ing to the previously reported microtoroid fabrication
process [13]. Low-loss (<0:3 dB) fiber tapers, serving
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as input and drop waveguides, were simultaneously
made by the technique of continuous flame heating and
stretching two standard single-mode fibers. The device
presented in this work is a microtoroid of principal di-
ameter 65 
m and minor diameter of approximately
6 
m. Fiber tapers used in the measurement had waist
diameters of approximately 1 and 1:7 
m, for bus and
drop waveguides, respectively. The chip containing the
microtoroid was held on a platform that could be manipu-
lated relative to the waveguides using a 10 nm step-
resolution piezoelectric stage. To fulfill the assumption
of constant coupling to the drop channel (fixed Qdrop), the
fiber taper used for the drop waveguide was held in
contact with the resonator. The other waveguide was
manipulated using a probe controlled by a high-resolution
micropositioner. A single-mode, tunable, external cavity
laser, emitting in the 1550 nm band, was used to excite
the whispering-gallery modes of the microtoroid. Trans-
mission and drop powers were simultaneously monitored
using two (125 MHz) photodiode detectors, as the laser
frequency was slowly (<10 Hz) scanned over about
50 GHz using a function generator. Before discussing
the experimental results it should be noted that in the
present work the power transfer efficiency has reached
such a high level that uncertainties in power measure-
ments associated with losses external to the device such
as splice losses are vastly larger than the resonator-based
transfer loss itself. In this regard, external losses incurred
by mode conversion from a single-mode fiber to the thin
waveguides at the resonator coupling region can be ex-
cluded in the device efficiency measurements. This is
done by using ports 1 and 2 as input ports for the device
in separate measurements and subtracting off the indi-
vidual losses of the bus and drop fiber taper mode con-
verters (about 0.15 dB per converter). Using this
technique accuracy in transfer loss measurements of
about 0.1 dB (�3%) can be achieved. Since precision of
efficiency measurements is limited to this level, in order
to verify our theoretical predictions we opt to measure the
efficiency in more weakly loaded toroid filters having
correspondingly higher Qtotal factors and hence lower
transfer efficiencies [see Eq. (3)]. To this end, waveguides
with larger waist diameters can be used to limit the extent
of the evanescent field and thereby reduce the waveguide-
resonator coupling.

Coupling to the resonator by each fiber taper acting
alone was first examined. Resonator linewidth measure-
ments using a single waveguide in the highly under-
coupled regime (Qtotal � Q0) revealed a 3 dB bandwidth
of about 1.9 MHz at the resonant wavelength of 1565 nm,
which translates to an intrinsic resonator quality factor of
1� 108. Overcoupled (Qbus <Q0) transmissions in ex-
cess of 96% were observed, which according to Ref. [14]
place a lower bound on junction ideality of better than
99% in the overcoupled regime (less than 1% of power is
coupled to undesired modes of the tapered fiber).
253905-2
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FIG. 2 (color). Transferred power to the drop waveguide (D)
versus the inverse-loaded Q of the system. The data show a
factor of 15 reduction in the Q factor upon attachment of the
drop taper to the resonator. At the critical coupling point
(Q0=Qtotal � 30), 93% of the input power is transferred to the
drop port and throughput transmission vanishes. The theoreti-
cal drop efficiency is given by the solid line. The inset is a plot
of T vs D using the same data in the main figure which verifies
their linear relationship. The solid curve is the theoretical curve
and the dashed curve gives the ideal case of infinite intrinsic Q.
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FIG. 3 (color). Drop port (triangles) and throughput port
(circles) spectra measured for a four port resonant coupler
with 4.2 GHz bandwidth. Extinction of 33 dB in input channel
occurs at the resonant wavelength of 1540 nm.
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Figure 2 shows the drop efficiency D (the fraction of
power at the first waveguide redirected to the second
waveguide) measured for different loading regimes and
plotted versus the ratio of the intrinsic Q to the loaded
quality factor of the system. Data were measured as the
gap between input waveguide and resonator was varied.
As noted earlier, the drop waveguide coupling is fixed
during these measurements. As an aside, note that the
total quality factor is reduced by a factor of 15 (labeled in
Fig. 2) upon attachment of the drop waveguide to the
resonator. The Q factor at the critical coupling point is a
factor of 30 lower than the intrinsic Q (�108), corre-
sponding to a filter bandwidth of 57 MHz. From Eq. (3),
the factor of 30 yields a maximum theoretical drop effi-
ciency of 93.3% (0.3 dB loss) in good agreement with the
measured values in Fig. 2. The inset in Fig. 2 is a plot of
the measured transmission versus the drop power and
confirms the predicted linear relationship. This way of
plotting the data results in a more reliable estimate of the
maximum drop efficiency, which is �94� 3	% for this
device. This is to our knowledge the best efficiency ever
reported for a four port microcavity-type resonant cou-
pler. It also agrees well with the expected theoretical
value of 93.3%. The transmission data are obtained by
normalizing the on-resonance transmission to its value
with the resonator far from the waveguides. The nonre-
sonant insertion loss in the bus channel was measured to
be less than 0.02% during the experiment. This loss, as
noted earlier, is due to scattering of the evanescent field at
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the waveguide-resonator junction and is measured by
comparing the off-resonance transmission in port 2,
when the device is working as an add-drop, to the same
transmission but when the resonator is far from the bus
waveguide (infinite gap). As such, the measurement of
insertion loss yields a higher level of accuracy and
precision than is possible for measurement of the drop
efficiency.

The small deviation from the ideal case of infinite
intrinsic Q can be observed in the inset of Fig. 2 (see
the dashed line). This deviation, a direct consequence of
energy conservation, is due to the power dissipation in the
cavity due to finite intrinsic losses. Note that in the
theoretical model all parasitic losses have been lumped
into Q0. Therefore the excellent agreement between the
measured values for the efficiency and the theoretical
predictions, which assume all the parasitic losses come
from the intrinsic loss of the cavity, is further evidence of
low loss at the waveguide-resonator junctions. Figure 2
also shows that the bus waveguide can induce at least a
factor of 103 decrease in the quality factor relative to that
of the original resonator (Q0 � 103Qbus). Were the drop
waveguide designed to produce this level of coupling, an
exceedingly high drop efficiency of 99.9% would result
with an overall loaded Q factor of 5� 104 or a filter
bandwidth of about 4 GHz. Higher bandwidths in this
range are of interest in telecommunication applications of
these devices [18–20].

Figure 3 shows transmission and drop spectra mea-
sured for a device designed to operate in the higher
bandwidth regime. The filter shape is Lorentzian and
the bus waveguide extinction is a record 33 dB. Note
that the FWHM of the drop and transmission spectra
almost coincide due to a negligible amount of loss in
power transfer.

The results presented in this work demonstrate the
ability of taper-coupled ultrahigh-Q toroid microcavities
to reach exceedingly high power transfer efficiencies.
253905-3
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This can be of great interest in the study of processes
requiring very low loss. As an example, losses are one of
the main impediments in realizing long-distance quan-
tum communication networks, as they tend to destroy the
entanglement of quantum states and ultimately decrease
the communication fidelity [21]. Also the ability to filter
out broadband noise while maintaining the signal ampli-
tude (low insertion loss) is highly desirable in radio-
frequency photonics [22] or sensitive power detection
applications (e.g., single photon experiments). The latter
application requires high finesse cavities to achieve
strong, out-of-band noise rejection. A free spectral range
of about 8 nm and loaded Q of 3:3� 106 imply a finesse in
excess of 104 for the device studied here. On the other
hand, due to the extremely low intrinsic loss of cavities in
these devices, the quality factor of the system is almost
entirely determined by coupling to waveguides. Therefore
a remarkable operational dynamical range (both band-
width and power transfer ratio) is attainable by control-
ling the coupling between resonator and individual
waveguides. Finally, the excellent agreement of the ex-
perimental results with theoretical predictions suggests
that this method allows the realization of resonant cou-
plers with negligible losses. Indeed, the selection of filter
design in the present study was chosen so as to produce a
measurable loss within the accuracy of our experimental
equipment for purposes of comparison to the model.
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